Alcatel-Lucent OmniTouch™ 8082 My IC Phone
Phone description

Bluetooth® wireless handset
1

A sensitive LCD wide screen.

2

Permanent feature keys: quick access to the phone’s main
features.

Off-hook/On-hook.
Volume/Mute:
 Short successive presses to change the handset
volume level (3 levels),
 Long press to ensure your correspondent no
longer hears you.

Mute key.
Turn down the volume.

Quick guide

Turn up the volume.
Pressing this key answers an incoming call in handsfree mode
(the key is blue). When a call is in progress, pressing this key
switches from handsfree mode to headset or handset mode.
Pressing this key takes you to the routing menus.
This key is lit when you have received a new voicemail, text
message or callback request. When not lit you can access
various message services. This key flashes if you have missed
calls.
Activate or deactivate the virtual keyboard.

This key is used to return to the homepage at any time.

Homepage in standard mode
3

A Bluetooth® handset for optimized communication. A wired
handset is also available and can replace the Bluetooth®
handset.

4

A wideband loudspeaker for optimized sound.

5

LED
Arrival of a new call (Flashing).

6

An adjustable and stable foot.

7

One 3.5 mm headset jack

8
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This key lights blue when there is a wake-up alarm.

Various connections to allow phone extensions.





Add-on module connector (SATA type). 2 USB connectors for video or USB storage device.
1 mini-USB connector for a keyboard(1).
Two 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet connectors to enterprise network (LAN) and a PC. One DC power jack for
an external power adaptor.



1 RJ9 connector for a corded handset.

(1) For future use.

Homepage in standard mode

About the homepage
1

Personal area
This area displays information about the user's phone and configuration, including last name, first
name, avatar, and routing.

2

Notifications area
In idle state: This area displays information on the latest phone events, such as missed calls and voice
messages.
During a call: Call status (ongoing, on hold, incoming call) is shown in this area. Pressing this area
during a call takes you back to the call screen.

3

Date, time and connectivity area
This area displays time, date, connectivity and customization information (wake-up on, intercom
mode on).

4

Active area
This area is reserved for running applications and for previews of applications selected by the user.
When you start an application, it is displayed in the active zone. If no application has been launched,
the active zone displays the application previews that you have preset on the homepage. One
application preview allows you to view this application information and easily access it.
Applications that can be previewed are: History, Favorites, Manager/Assistant.

5

Applications bar (Homepage in advanced mode)
This area allows access to all set applications and to different features of the running application.

6

Applications area (Homepage in standard mode)
You can access your phone applications from this area. Press the application button to access the
application. Programmable keys are available in this mode.
Once you run an application, the display is the same as the preview mode display.
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Homepage

To access voice mail functions.

The phone set homepage can be viewed in standard or advanced mode.
Scroll your finger up or down to get the page or menus scrolling
vertically (in advanced mode), or scroll right or left to get the page
scrolling horizontally. (in standard mode only).

This application contains favorite contacts that you have
selected from your list of contacts. Call a contact from the
favorites application.

Make your selection by pressing on the screen.

Lock / unlock your telephone.

Access the Advanced Homepage mode.

Quick guide

First press: back to the previous homepage page.
Second press: back to the first homepage page.
Go to next screen.
Back to previous screen.

Some keys appear only when certain features are accessed.

Call back the selected correspondent in the call log.
Add the selected correspondent in your list of contacts.

This application is for synchronizing your address book and
agenda between your phone and your PC Outlook application.

Delete the selected item of the call log.

Set an alarm.

Delete the complete call log.

Access the Advanced Homepage mode.

Scroll through the application area pages (standard mode)
or the application bar (advanced mode) to find the
application you want.
Press the application button to access to the application.

Call a selected contact.

Keys appearing when in communication

Search for a contact in the Company's directory.

In standard mode only, you can have up to 6 pages. In standard mode,
homepages are for applications and programmable keys. Two types of
icons are displayed at the bottom of the page :

Start a video call.

Search for a contact in the Company's directory.
Add a selected contact in your list of Favorites.

End an ongoing communication.

Add a contact to your list of contacts.

Symbolizes the first page (Homepage).

Access the DTMF feature and activate DTMF signals. You might
need to send DTMF signals when you are in communication with
a call server for example.

When you want to add a searched contact to the list of
contacts, press on the card details.

Symbolizes extra pages (empty circle). When this icon is
full, it means that you are currently viewing the page. This
helps you to know which page you are on when navigating
through the different pages.

Call status
Incoming call.

Video active on your phone
(blue color).

Ongoing call.

Video available on your
phone (white color).

Call on hold.

Your phone is a supervisor
phone or is supervised.

Three-party conference.

Initiate a second call. The first call will be on hold as soon as
the second correspondent's number is dialed. Once your second
correspondent is on the line and the first correspondent is on
hold, you can transfer the ongoing call to the correspondent on
hold or you can start a conference.

Edit the details of a contact.
Delete a contact from your list of contacts.

This key appears when you initiate a second call or when you
are in conversation with a second correspondent. When
pressing on this key, the second call is transferred to the call
on hold.

All new messages.

This key appears when you are in conversation with a second
correspondent. Press on this key to start a conference with the
correspondent on hold and the second correspondent.

Listen to message.

Add participant.

Stop listening.

Old messages.

Pause while listening to message.

Remove participant.
End the ongoing conference.

Function icons
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Make a call using your list of contacts.

Keys dedicated to specific features

Make a call.
Search for a correspondent by name.
Access the handset settings menu.

Put a correspondent on hold.
Retrieve the correspondent on hold.
Record the ongoing conversation. The recording is stored in the
voicemails menu.
Pause the recording of the current conversation.
Resume the recording of the conservation.

This application allows you to manage audio files and images.
The history application shows two tabs, listing new phone
events such as missed calls, and older phone events.
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